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Introduction to Trader Support Services (TSS)

The UK has left the EU, and the transition period after EU exit comes to an end on the 31 

December 2020

The process of moving goods into and out of Northern Ireland will change as a result of 

the Northern Ireland Protocol

The Government has established the free-to-use Trader Support Service to support 

businesses

How does Northern Ireland trade change after the transition 
Period?
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GB to N.I:

N.I to GB:
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N.I & Ireland:

Goods moved under Transit Procedures:
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TSS declarations process for GB-NI direct route:

Register now – Don’t get left behind:
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How to get an EORI for EU trade:

2. What do I need an EORIfor?

An EORI number is an essential requirement for trade with the EU as  well as the Rest of the World 

from 1 January 2021 and is needed for  the following:

• completing declarations including Entry Summary and Exit  Summary declarations

• getting a customs decision

To export or import goods to or from the EU, you will need to complete customs declarations and  one 

of the first things you can do to prepare for this is to get an EORI number.

Obtaining an EORI number is free of charge. This guide will explain what an EORI is, when and why  you 

need one and how you can get yours.

1. What is an EORI?

Customs authorities use EORIs to identify businesses moving goods internationally, and they will be  

used to identify businesses moving goods under the NI Protocol.

EORI stands for ‘Economic Operators Registration and Identification number’. The code is specific  to 

your business, allows you to both import and export goods and is required for completing  declarations.

You will already have an EORI if you trade with the rest of the world. From 1 January 2021, you will  

require one for trade with the EU also.

EORIs are usually linked to your VAT-number – if you are VAT-registered. However, if you are not

VAT-registered but you import or export goods from the EU, you will still need an EORI to continue this

trade.

From the start of next year, you will also need to ensure that your EORI number begins with GB. If  you 

already have an EORI number beginning with GB for trade with the rest of the world, this will  continue 

to be valid after 1 January 2021.

Carriers moving goods internationally require both their own EORI number and that of the trader  

whose goods they are moving. If you send goods by post or parcel, you will usually be asked to  

provide your EORI number.
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4. Do I need an EORI to trade with NorthernIreland?

Under the NI Protocol, from the start of next year GB and NI  businesses will need an EORI number 

beginning with:

• A GB prefix for interacting with UK customs systems

• An XI prefix if you move goods to and from Northern Ireland

The XI-prefix will allow you to:

• complete declarations for goods entering Northern Ireland

• move goods between Northern Ireland and non-EU countries

• get a customs decision in Northern Ireland

Any business moving goods (eg hauliers) will need to interact with GVMS (Goods Vehicle  Movement 

Service) and will require a GB EORI to register for the service.

To get an EORI number that starts with XI, you must already have an EORI number that starts with  GB.

If you already have an EORI number that starts with GB and HMRC thinks you need one that starts  with 

XI, they’ll automatically send you one in mid-December 2020.

Traders who have been allocated the XI prefix will receive a letter confirming this in mid-December.

By signing up to TSS you will also be provided with support for making declarations for goods  

moving from Great Britain to Northern Ireland, using data provided by you or your carrier.

3. How do I get a GBEORI?

Getting an GB EORI number is a simple process which should only take a few minutes 

to complete.

If you do not already have one, simply go to gov.uk/eori and make your application. 

You will either  receive your GB EORI immediately or within five working days.

Before applying for a GB EORI, you should ensure you have the following:

• Government Gateway user ID and password

• VAT number and effective date of registration – if VAT-registered

• Business start date and Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code

• National Insurance number - if you’re an individual or a sole trader

• Unique Taxpayer Reference (UTR)

http://www.gov.uk/eori
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How to get an XI EORI for GB:NI trade:
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Declaration data requirements: ENS  Safety & 

Security declarations

1.What are ENS Safety & Security declarations? Who completes  them?

From 1 January 2021, Entry Summary Safety and Security declarations (also called ENS  declarations) 

will be required for all goods moved from Great Britain to Northern Ireland.

Carriers have the legal responsibility to ensure that the UK customs authority is provided with  Safety & 

Security pre-arrival information for goods being moved to Northern Ireland, by way  of an ENS Safety & 

Security declaration. For these declarations, the carrier is defined as the  operator of the active means of

transport.

For roll-on/roll-off movements, this would mean the haulier if goods are accompanied, or the  ferry operator if 

goods are unaccompanied. The carrier can agree to pass the requirement  onto the trader; however, the 

carrier retains legal responsibility.

The legal requirement is that the ENS Safety & Security declaration is complete and accurate  to the best of 

the declarant’s knowledge at the time. A declaration can be amended up to the  point of arrival in Northern 

Ireland if details change.

2.How will ENS Safety & Security declarations work in the TSS  process? How will TSS support 

import declarations?

The Trader Support Service (TSS) will provide a portal for registered carriers and  hauliers to 

provide Safety & Security data, which TSS will use to generate and submit  ENS Safety & Security 

declarations to HMRC.

Import (frontier) declarations are also required for goods moved from GB to NI. For  registered and eligible 

traders, TSS will use the Safety & Security data provided by the  carrier to generate and submit a 

Simplified Frontier Declaration on the trader’s behalf.

This process maximises the chances that traders’ import declarations are completed  on time for the 

goods to move. Carriers will benefit from receiving an MRN directly from  TSS, which they can use to 

receive authorisation to move goods. Carriers will also receive  upfront feedback from TSS on which 

importers are TSS-registered and which are not,  providing visibility on which importers must provide an 

inbound declaration directly.

These services will be provided by TSS free of charge.

For more details on this process, attend an upcoming NICTA webinar on the TSS process.

3.How will carriers submit data for ENS Safety & Security  declarations?

Carriers can submit data to TSS using the process described above. This document provides an overview of

the data required by TSS for ENS Safety & Security declarations. The precise technical format and input

method for each data element will be released shortly.

Carriers who do not use TSS can arrange to make declarations through CSP systems/ third party software

providers. Those who have Anti-Smuggling Nets (ASNs) to meet Safety & Security requirements can continue

to use them after the end of the transition period.

1. For more details, consult the “Will your business be required to make full declarations through  TSS?” 

section of the TSS registration guide. TSS can not generate simplified frontier declarations for  businesses 

which are required to make full declarations.
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2. These descriptions are not exhaustive or legally binding, and cover the primary GB to NI TSS

use case.

3. Additional field required by TSS to enable auto-generation of simplified frontier declarations.

4. TSS data requirements for ENS Safety & Security declarations

Data must be provided at 3 levels:

• Movement: provided once for all consignments on a vehicle (e.g., truck)

• Consignment: provided once for each consignment. A consignment is a set of goods  

being moved from one consignor (seller/sender) to one consignee (buyer/receiver).  TSS 

will generate one ENS declaration for each consignment.

• Item: provided once for each item. An item is a set of goods with the same description  

(i.e., with the same commodity code). For example, 5 pallets of a single type of  apples 

would be one item.

Movement  

information

Description2

Type of Movement* The means of transport: road, air, or sea.

Accompanied Roll-on Roll-off ferry movements (RoRo) are classed  

as road. Unaccompanied RoRo movements are classed as sea.

Identity number of  

Transport*

For Road: The haulier's Vehicle Registration and Trailer numbers.  
For Sea movements, the vessel's International Maritime  
Organization (IMO) number.

Nationality of  
means of  
transport*

The nationality of the means of transport (chosen from a drop-down).

For road, this is the country where the vehicle is registered.

Carrier XI/EU EORI  

and details*

The carrier's EORI number, which must be an XI or EU EORI.

Businesses registered for TSS by 23rd November will be  
automatically assigned an XI EORI. For more information about XI  
EORI numbers, consult the upcoming NICTA guide on XI EORIs.

Arrival date/time* Date and time (GMT) of expected arrival at the NI seaport or airport.

Port of departure  

and arrival*

The final GB seaport or airport that goods leave from before arrival in  

NI, and the first seaport or airport goods enter NI through.

Place of loading  

and unloading*

The country and the name of the seaport, airport, freight terminal or  
other place where goods are loaded onto and unloaded from a  
means of transport being used for carriage (e.g., place of loading for  
road would be the city where goods are loaded onto the truck.)

Seal Number* If seals are affixed to the transport equipment, the identification
numbers of the seals must be provided. Otherwise, traders can
indicate “No Seal.”

Conveyance  

Reference Number

If goods are travelling by RoRo, the intended Ferry Company name.  

If goods are travelling by Air, the IATA number is required.

Route* Either GB to NI (e.g., Cairnryan to Larne), or GB to NI via IE (e.g.,  

Holyhead to Dublin and on to Belfast).
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2. These descriptions are not exhaustive or legally binding, and cover the primary GB to NI TSS use

case.

3. Additional field required by TSS to enable auto-generation of simplified frontier declarations.

Transport charges* The method of payment (from the trader to the carrier) for  
transporting the goods. Chosen from a list: cash, credit card, cheque,  
electronic credit transfer, account holder with carrier, not pre-paid,  
and other.

Transport
document
reference*

The identification or reference number of international and national  
documents, certificates and authorisations produced in support of the  
declaration and additional references.

For road, this is the reference number of the CMR document (also
known as a Road Consignment Note) filled out by the sender, the
carrier, or their agent(s).

For sea, Bill of Lading document issued by carrier or their agent.

For air, Airway Bill document issued by carrier or their agent.

Consignment  

information

Description2

Consignor and  
Consignee EORI  
and details*

XI or EU EORI number of the consignor (the party delivering the  
goods as stipulated in the transport contract) and the consignee (the  
party that takes ownership of goods post customs-clearance).

If the XI or EU EORI is unavailable, name and address can be  

provided as an alternative.

Importer EORI and  

details* 3

EORI number of the importer. The importer is the party responsible  
for completing customs procedures for the arrival of the goods. This  
could be the sender, receiver, or their intermediary, and should be  
pre-agreed in the delivery terms.

For DDP transactions from GB to NI, the importer is the GB supplier

– because they are responsible for completing import declarations.

If the importer EORI is unavailable, name and address can be  
provided as an alternative. However, TSS will not be able to  
generate a simplified frontier declaration (SFD) on behalf of the  
importer if their EORI is not provided (or if they are not registered for  
TSS SFDs).

Exporter EORI and  

details* 3

EORI number of the exporter. The exporter is the party responsible  
for completing customs procedures for the departure of goods (either  
directly or through an intermediary).

For GB-NI trade, and all other cases where no export procedures are  

required, this would usually be the consignor.

If the exporter EORI is unavailable, name and address can be  

provided as an alternative.
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Item information Description2

Type of packages* A description of the type of packaging. Options are: Cases, Boxes,  

Pallets, Loose, Bulk.

Number of pieces  

or packages*

If goods are in bulk (unpackaged), the number of individual pieces of  

goods is required.

If goods are not in bulk, the number of packages is required. This is  
the number of individual items that are packaged in such a way that  
they cannot be divided without undoing the packing. For example, for  
palletised goods, the number of pallets should be provided.

Gross Mass (KG)* Gross Mass in KG of the goods, including the packaging, excluding  

the carrier's equipment.

Goods  

Description*

A plain language description of the goods that is precise enough for  

customs to be able to identify what the goods are.

The description should cover: What are the goods? What are they  

made of? What are they used for?

If the package contains any branded items, it is advisable to include  

the brand and model number along with the description.

Examples of acceptable and unacceptable descriptions (e.g.,  
“Refrigerator” vs “Appliances”) are available from European 
Commission guidance.

Package Marks* A description of the marks and numbers on the transport units or  
packages. This should include a description and any information that  
will allow customs to identity this package within the load.

If goods are in a container, the container number can replace the  

shipping marks.

Invoice number or  

delivery note* 3

The invoice number or delivery note. For more information, consult  

the NICTA Introduction to Customs course.

Equipment  
number, if  
containerised

The container number is only required if the goods are in a container,  

as opposed to transfer units or in packages.

UN dangerous  

goods code

Optional field that only needs to be entered in exceptional  
circumstances where goods have a United Nations Dangerous  
Goods identifier (UNDG). A unique serial number assigned by the  
UN to dangerous substances and articles (e.g., chemicals, weapons)  
If you think this could apply to your goods please see further  
information from the HSE.

https://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/sites/taxation/files/resources/documents/customs/customs_code/guidance_acceptable_goods_description_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/sites/taxation/files/resources/documents/customs/customs_code/guidance_acceptable_goods_description_en.pdf
https://www.nicustomstradeacademy.co.uk/training/introduction-to-customs/
https://www.hse.gov.uk/cdg/manual/classification.htm
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Declaration data requirements: Supplementary 

declarations:

1. What does TSS provide for GB to NI movements?

For Safety & Security declarations, TSS will provide a digital portal for registered carriers and hauliers to submit

required data. Under the TSS simplified process (explained in more detail in the next section), a Simplified

Frontier declaration is completed in advance of the goods being moved. The Supplementary declaration is

required after the goods have been delivered.

2. The TSS simplified declarations process

The TSS simplified declarations process has three steps, allowing your goods to move  before all information is 

submitted. This guide is focused on the requirements for Step 3,  the supplementary declaration.

1. Safety & Security (ENS) declaration: Carriers/hauliers must submit data for Safety &  Security 

declarations before goods move. You will need to provide your carriers with  details of the goods and your 

EORI number. For more details, you can view this guide.

2. Simplified Frontier declaration (SFD): Required before goods move. TSS will auto- generate and submit 

the Simplified Frontier declaration for you if you are registered and  eligible (see above), using the Safety & 

Security data submitted by your carrier.

3. Supplementary declaration: Required after goods move (by  the fourth 

working day of the following month). You must provide  TSS with further 

data to populate the Supplementary  declaration. If duty payment is 

required, it is issued at this stage.

The declarant of record is responsible for completing the  Supplementary 

declaration – but this will not always be the NI  business receiving the 

goods, depending on the Incoterms® (see  box, right) you use.

For example, under DDP Incoterms®, the GB supplier is the

declarant of record and completes the declaration.

WHAT IS…

An Incoterm® is a way of  

describing the details of a  trade 

transaction. Set by the  

International Chamber of  

Commerce, Incoterms®  

determine who is responsible  

for making sure import  

declarations are completed.  

Incoterms® are included in  

sales contracts.

https://www.nicustomstradeacademy.co.uk/resources/how-to-guides/declaration-data-requirements-ens-safety-security-declarations/
https://www.nicustomstradeacademy.co.uk/resources/how-to-guides/declaration-data-requirements-ens-safety-security-declarations/
https://www.nicustomstradeacademy.co.uk/resources/how-to-guides/how-to-use-incoterms/
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3. How traders (or intermediaries) submit data for  

Supplementary declarations

After goods move, TSS will request that the party responsible for import declarations sign in  to their 

TSS account and provide data to complete the Supplementary declaration.

TSS will generate a Supplementary declaration using the data you provide, additional data  from the 

Safety & Security declaration, and some default values.

You must submit data for the Supplementary declaration by the fourth working day of the  month 

after goods move.

Because data for the Supplementary declaration is only submitted after goods move, it  is 

essential you (and/or your intermediaries) create and keep organised records of  movement data.

4. TSS data requirements for Supplementary declarations

Data must be provided at two levels:

• Consignment (also known as header): provided once for each consignment. A  consignment is 

a set of goods being moved from one consignor (sender) to one  consignee (receiver). TSS 

will generate one Supplementary declaration for each  consignment on behalf of the importer.

• Item: provided once for each item. An item is a set of goods with the same description  (i.e., with the 

same commodity code). For example, five pallets of a single type of  apples would be one item.

Some data can be provided at either level – see below for details and guidance.

Not all data is mandatory for all declarations. Some data elements are only required if  the goods 

movement involves a sale (i.e., if the goods are being sold from a GB business  to an NI business) – so 

the goods are valued by their ‘transaction value’ (the price paid  or payable to the seller).

Below you will find the key information that TSS will request for Supplementary declarations.  The data 

requirements below are subject to change. In particular, information about  goods’ ‘at-risk’ status will 

also be required in Supplementary declarations, but the at-risk  process remains subject to negotiation. 

The data required as part of the at-risk process will  be communicated as soon as possible.

Supplementary declarations are submitted to a HMRC system called CDS. The UK Tariff,  CDS Volume 

3 is the legally binding guidance for supplementary declarations. For each  requirement below, we 

provide a link to the relevant CDS data element (DE) guidance.

These data requirements apply to non-controlled goods being moved under release  into free 

circulation, with no previous customs procedure or additional procedure  being used. These 

requirements will be appropriate for most traders.

Otherwise, additional data requirements may apply. Further guidance on these cases will  be made 

available shortly.
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Consignment  

(header) data

When is this  

required?

Description

Total invoice  

amount and  

currency  

(DE 4/11)

Mandatory if  
goods valued  
by transaction  
value1

The total amount and currency used in the invoice for the  

consignment. For more details on invoices, consult the  

NICTA Introduction to Customs course.

Incoterm®

(DE 4/1)
Mandatory if  
goods valued  
by transaction  
value1

Incoterm® applicable to the movement. For example, DDP.

Incoterms® define the responsibilities of the sender and  
receiver in a transaction. They specify which party is  
responsible for customs clearance, transport, and the risks  
of loss or damage. For more information, consult the NICTA 
Incoterms® guide.

Place of  
delivery  
specified in  
terms

(DE 4/1)

Mandatory if  
goods valued  
by transaction  
value1

The country and town of delivery, as specified in the terms  
of the transaction. The place of delivery is where the  
receiver or their carrier takes receipt of the goods. This may  
not be the NI receiver's premises, depending on the  
Incoterms.

For example, under Ex Works (EXW) Incoterms ®, the place  

of delivery will be the sender's premises in GB.

Under Delivered Duty Paid (DDP) Incoterms®, the place of  

delivery will be the receiver's premises in NI.

Exchange rate

(DE 4/15)
Mandatory if  
an exchange  
rate is fixed in  
advance by a  
contract  
between the  
parties

Enter the fixed rate of exchange used for the currency
conversion, if a fixed exchange rate is stipulated in the
contract of sale and is being used.

If entered, a copy of the worksheet or valuation declaration  
showing how the conversion was made and evidence to  
support the use of fixed rates of exchange must be held,  
and made available to Customs on request.

Trader  
reference  
number / UCR  
(DE 2/4)

Optional for all  

declarations

Optional field, which traders can use to maintain their own
records of declarations made. Traders can use this field to
maintain an audit trail.

If used, the UCR should be a unique number for each  
consignment. You can find a suggested format from  
GOV.UK.

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/cds-uk-trade-tariff-volume-3-import-declaration-completion-guide/group-4-valuation-information-and-taxes#data-element-4-11
https://www.nicustomstradeacademy.co.uk/training/introduction-to-customs/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/cds-uk-trade-tariff-volume-3-import-declaration-completion-guide/group-4-valuation-information-and-taxes#data-element-4-1
https://www.nicustomstradeacademy.co.uk/resources/how-to-guides/how-to-use-incoterms/
https://www.nicustomstradeacademy.co.uk/resources/how-to-guides/how-to-use-incoterms/
https://www.nicustomstradeacademy.co.uk/resources/how-to-guides/how-to-use-incoterms/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/cds-uk-trade-tariff-volume-3-import-declaration-completion-guide/group-4-valuation-information-and-taxes#data-element-4-1
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/cds-uk-trade-tariff-volume-3-import-declaration-completion-guide/group-4-valuation-information-and-taxes#data-element-4-15
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/cds-uk-trade-tariff-volume-3-import-declaration-completion-guide/group-2-references-of-messages-document-certificates-and-authorisations#data-element-2-4
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/cds-uk-trade-tariff-volume-3-import-declaration-completion-guide/group-2-references-of-messages-document-certificates-and-authorisations#data-element-2-4
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Consignment  

(header) OR  

item data

When is this  

required?

Description

Nature of  

transaction  

(DE 8/5)

Mandatory for  

all declarations

A one or two digit code describing the nature of the  transaction: 

for example, an outright sale, the return of  goods, or aid 

shipments. The second digit is optional. A  simple table setting 

out the relevant codes can be found on  GOV.UK.

For example, outright sales should use the code ‘1’.

Nature of transaction can only be declared at consignment
(header) level if one code applies to the full consignment –
otherwise, a code must be declared for each item.

Additions and  

deductions  

(DE 4/9)

Additions and  
deductions are  
mandatory if  the 
item price  does 
not  match the  
customs value.

Amounts which need to be added to or deducted from the  

invoice amount to calculate the customs value of the goods.

The customs value of goods is based on the price paid for  the 

goods, plus a number of other costs and elements.

As a result, you must enter the following as additions,  

unless they are already included in the price paid:

- Delivery costs (until arrival in NI), including insurance

- Certain commissions

- Certain royalties and licence fees

- Goods or services provided at reduced cost by the buyer

- Containers and packing

- Any proceeds due to the seller upon resale

You may also be able to deduct certain items from the  

customs value, including delivery costs after arrival in NI  and 

some discounts1.

Full guidance on mandatory additions and allowable  deductions 

can be found in sections 3.15 and 3.16 of Notice  252 on

GOV.UK.

For each addition or deduction, you will need to enter a  code 

representing the addition/deduction (found here), as  well as 

the value and currency of the addition/deduction.

The lists also state the level(s) at which each code can/must  be 

used. Some additions or deductions can be used at  either level –

but these can only be declared at consignment  (header) level if 

they apply to the full consignment – otherwise, they must be 

declared at item level.

Each addition or deduction code can only be declared once  at 

header level. The same addition or deduction code  cannot then 

be declared at item level as well. If a specific  addition or 

deduction is being declared at item level, that  addition or 

deduction may only be declared once per item.

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/cds-uk-trade-tariff-volume-3-import-declaration-completion-guide/group-8-other-data-elements-statistical-data-guarantees-and-tariff-related-data#data-element-8-5
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/cds-uk-trade-tariff-volume-3-import-declaration-completion-guide/group-8-other-data-elements-statistical-data-guarantees-and-tariff-related-data#data-element-8-5
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/cds-uk-trade-tariff-volume-3-import-declaration-completion-guide/group-4-valuation-information-and-taxes#data-element-4-9
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/additions-and-deductions-for-data-element-49-of-the-customs-declaration-service
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Item data When is this  

required?

Description

Valuation  

method  

(DE 4/16)

Mandatory for  

all  

declarations

The method you have used to determine the customs value  of 

the goods. There are six valuation methods. These must  be tried 

in turn. Notice 252 on GOV.UK explains these  methods and the 

requirements for each.

In over 90% of imports, the goods are the subject of a sale  and 

can be declared under method 1. Method 1 is the price  paid or 

payable, by the buyer to the seller – the transaction  value -- for 

the goods when sold for export to the EU. The  transaction value 

must be adjusted in accordance with  specific rules and the sale 

must meet certain conditions.

These are explained in detail on GOV.UK . If the goods  have 

been subject to a sale that is acceptable under these

specific rules, you must use valuation method 1.

If there is no sale, you cannot use method 1. You must  consider 

the other valuation methods, in the order explained  on GOV.UK.

GOV.UK also provides answers to common questions about  the 

valuation methods.

Some of the data elements which follow are only required if  

method 1 is used. These elements are not required for  goods 

movements where there is no sale: for example, a  retailer 

moving goods from their GB to NI stores.

Item price and  

currency

(DE 4/14)

Mandatory for  
all  
declarations

Where goods are bought/sold (i.e., valuation method 1), this  is 

the amount charged for the item and the currency used,  listed on 

the invoice. For more details on invoices, consult  the NICTA 

Introduction to Customs course.

Where other valuation methods are used, this will be the  

customs value of the goods before any additions or  deductions 

(see above). You must determine the customs  value according 

to Notice 252 on GOV.UK.

Commodity  

code

(DE 6/14)

Mandatory for  
all  
declarations

10-digit import commodity code for the goods.

Commodity codes classify goods for movement and are  essential 

as they link the goods to duty and VAT rates. The  NICTA 

classification guide introduces commodity codes and  provides 

guidance on finding your commodity codes. You  can use the UK 

Tariff tool to look up the commodity codes  for your goods.

The Import tab of the commodity code page will list any  

additional requirements for the goods – including  supplementary 

units, document codes, or TARIC additional  codes.

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/cds-uk-trade-tariff-volume-3-import-declaration-completion-guide/group-4-valuation-information-and-taxes#data-element-4-16
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/notice-252-valuation-of-imported-goods-for-customs-purposes-vat-and-trade-statistics/notice-252-valuation-of-imported-goods-for-customs-purposes-vat-and-trade-statistics#method-1
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/notice-252-valuation-of-imported-goods-for-customs-purposes-vat-and-trade-statistics/notice-252-valuation-of-imported-goods-for-customs-purposes-vat-and-trade-statistics#method-1
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/notice-252-valuation-of-imported-goods-for-customs-purposes-vat-and-trade-statistics/notice-252-valuation-of-imported-goods-for-customs-purposes-vat-and-trade-statistics#method-1
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/notice-252-valuation-of-imported-goods-for-customs-purposes-vat-and-trade-statistics/notice-252-valuation-of-imported-goods-for-customs-purposes-vat-and-trade-statistics#method-1
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/cds-uk-trade-tariff-volume-3-import-declaration-completion-guide/group-4-valuation-information-and-taxes#data-element-4-14
https://www.nicustomstradeacademy.co.uk/training/introduction-to-customs/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/notice-252-valuation-of-imported-goods-for-customs-purposes-vat-and-trade-statistics/notice-252-valuation-of-imported-goods-for-customs-purposes-vat-and-trade-statistics#method-1
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/cds-uk-trade-tariff-volume-3-import-declaration-completion-guide/group-6-goods-identification#data-element-6-14
https://www.nicustomstradeacademy.co.uk/resources/how-to-guides/an-overview-of-tariff-classification/
https://www.gov.uk/trade-tariff
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Additional codes are required for some goods (see TARIC

additional code below), such as Meursing codes. TSS may

be able to support you in identifying these.

Net weight

(DE 6/1)

Mandatory for  

all  

declarations

The net mass is the weight of the goods (in kg), without any  

packaging.

‘Packaging’ means materials and components used in any

packaging operation to wrap, contain or protect the goods

during transport.

Preference

(DE 4/17)

Mandatory for  

all  

declarations

A 3-digit code indicating whether you are claiming a  

reduction in, or relief from, import duty – and if so, what type  

you are claiming.

In most cases, traders will not be claiming any preference,  

and should enter the code ‘100’.

You can find any preference arrangements in the UK Tariff

tool under the import tab for the commodity code. You can

determine the relevant code from this list on GOV.UK.

If you are claiming preference, you will also need to  

complete (below) the country of preferential origin, and the  

additional document code specified in the UK Tariff tool 

under the import tab for the commodity code. If claimed,  

Preference, country of preferential origin, and the document  

code must be consistent.

Country of  

origin

(DE 5/15)

Mandatory  
unless  
preference is  
being  
claimed2

The goods' country of origin classifies where the goods were  

produced, and is used to determine duty rates. This is not  

necessarily where the goods were sent from.

For guidance on establishing the country of origin for your  

goods, consult the Rules of Origin guidance on GOV.UK.

Country of  

preferential  

origin

(DE 5/16)

Mandatory if

preference is

being claimed

Once you have clarified the origin of the goods you’re  

exporting or importing, you can find out if they qualify for  

preferential treatment under a tariff preference scheme.

For details on how to check if goods qualify for a preference  

scheme, consult the Rules of Origin guidance on GOV.UK.  

You can find preference arrangements in the UK Tariff tool 

under the import tab for the commodity code.

If the goods qualify for preferential treatment, the preferential  

country of origin should be entered.

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/cds-uk-trade-tariff-volume-3-import-declaration-completion-guide/group-6-goods-identification#data-element-6-1
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/cds-uk-trade-tariff-volume-3-import-declaration-completion-guide/group-4-valuation-information-and-taxes#data-element-4-17
https://www.gov.uk/trade-tariff
https://www.gov.uk/trade-tariff
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/885656/Preference_codes_for_Data_Element_4-17_of_the_Customs_Declaration_Service_-_v1.csv/preview
https://www.gov.uk/trade-tariff
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/cds-uk-trade-tariff-volume-3-import-declaration-completion-guide/group-5-dates-times-periods-places-countries-and-regions#data-element-5-15
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/rules-of-origin
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/cds-uk-trade-tariff-volume-3-import-declaration-completion-guide/group-5-dates-times-periods-places-countries-and-regions#data-element-5-16
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/rules-of-origin
https://www.gov.uk/trade-tariff
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Valuation

indicator

(DE 4/13)

Mandatory if  
goods valued  
by transaction  
value1

Four-digit code indicating whether the invoice price for  goods 

was affected by four specific factors. Each digit is  linked to a

factor:

1. a party relationship between buyer and seller

2. restrictions on the use of the goods

3. condition or consideration on the transaction

4.future proceeds from resale or use of the goods accruing  to the

seller

Each digit of the code is '0' if there is no effect, and '1' if  

there is an effect. For more details, consult GOV.UK.

Invoice number  

(No direct field,  

entered in

DE 2/3)

Mandatory if  
goods valued  
by transaction  
value1

The invoice reference number.

TARIC

additional code

(DE 6/16)

Required for  
some  
commodity  
codes, if  
specified in  
the tariff.

Some commodity codes require that a TARIC additional  code 

also be entered. If applicable, this will be listed in the  UK Tariff 

tool under ‘Import measures and restrictions’ for  the commodity

code.

These codes indicate that there may be additional duty  payable, 

for example duty applicable to some dairy or sugar  products 

(identified by a Meursing code), or anti-dumping  duty.

TSS may be able to support you in identifying additional  codes 

required for some goods, such as Meursing codes.

Supplementary  

units

(DE 6/2)

Required for  
some  
commodity  
codes, if  
specified in  
the tariff.

Some commodity codes need to be described not only by  mass, 

but also by a second measure (for example, volume  in litres).

If applicable, this will be listed in the UK Tariff tool under the  

‘Value’ column of ‘Import measures and restrictions’ for the  

commodity code.

Where required, traders should enter the supplementary  units 

as a number.

Additional  

documents,  

certificates,  

authorisations  

and additional  

references to  

declare

(DE 2/3)

Required for  
some  
commodity  
codes, if  
specified in  
the tariff.

Some goods require additional documents, certificates,  

authorisations or references.

This may include certificates of authenticity or additional  

documents required if you are not using valuation method 1.

You will need to understand whether any additional  

documents, certificates or licences are required for your  

goods and movement.

Requirements for specific goods can be found in the UK Tariff tool

under the ‘Conditions that apply’ column of ‘Import  measures and 

restrictions’ for the commodity code. If your

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/cds-uk-trade-tariff-volume-3-import-declaration-completion-guide/group-4-valuation-information-and-taxes#data-element-4-13
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/cds-uk-trade-tariff-volume-3-import-declaration-completion-guide/group-4-valuation-information-and-taxes#data-element-4-13
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/cds-uk-trade-tariff-volume-3-import-declaration-completion-guide/group-2-references-of-messages-document-certificates-and-authorisations#data-element-2-3
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/cds-uk-trade-tariff-volume-3-import-declaration-completion-guide/group-6-goods-identification#de-616-commodity-code-taric-additional-code-box-33-commodity-code
https://www.gov.uk/trade-tariff
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/cds-uk-trade-tariff-volume-3-import-declaration-completion-guide/group-6-goods-identification#data-element-6-2
https://www.gov.uk/trade-tariff
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/cds-uk-trade-tariff-volume-3-import-declaration-completion-guide/group-2-references-of-messages-document-certificates-and-authorisations#data-element-2-3
https://www.gov.uk/trade-tariff
https://www.gov.uk/trade-tariff
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goods require a document, the Conditions will list the  

document code and name.

Traders must enter the document code, status, and  

reference number of any documents required for the item.

You can look up details about specific document codes,  

using these lists on GOV.UK (Union and National codes).  

These lists indicate which status codes can/must be used.

The document status code definitions can be found here.

TSS will automatically enter Duty Deferment Account, CFSP  

authorisation and invoice details if entered.

Additional  

information  

codes

(DE 2/2)

Mandatory  
only for  
certain cases

Some movements could require additional information  
codes. However, for non-controlled goods being released  
into free circulation, these are unlikely to apply.

TSS may be able to support you in identifying which  

additional codes would be required. A full list can be found  

here.

CUS code

(DE 6/13)

Mandatory for  
all chemicals  
listed in  
chapters 28  
or 29 of the  
tariff.

The CUS code is an eight-digit code which identifies  

chemicals.

CUS codes are listed in ECICS - European Customs 

Inventory of Chemical Substances, which allows users to  

clearly identify and classify chemicals. You can search  

ECICS by chemical name or commodity code (called ‘CN  

code’ in ECICS).

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/data-element-23-documents-and-other-reference-codes-of-the-customs-declaration-service-cds
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/data-element-23-document-status-codes-of-the-customs-declaration-service-cds
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/cds-uk-trade-tariff-volume-3-import-declaration-completion-guide/group-2-references-of-messages-document-certificates-and-authorisations#data-element-2-2
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/additional-information-ai-statement-codes-for-data-element-22-of-the-customs-declaration-service-cds
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/cds-uk-trade-tariff-volume-3-import-declaration-completion-guide/group-6-goods-identification#data-element-6-13
https://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/dds2/ecics/chemicalsubstance_consultation.jsp?Lang=en
https://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/dds2/ecics/chemicalsubstance_consultation.jsp?Lang=en
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Documents for GB:NI goods movement:

Knowing the key documents required for moving goods between  

Great Britain and Northern Ireland will help ensure your business  

continues to trade seamlessly after the UK leaves the EU Customs  

Union on 31 December 2020

One of the most searched-for questions online relating to  

moving goods is: what documents do I need?

This guide covers the most important documents, with the  

caveat that requirements will vary depending on the type of  

product. Read on to discover more about the documents  

that will ensure your goods continue to flow smoothly from  

GB to NI from 1 January 2021.

1. Import declarations

From 1 January 2021 import declarations will be needed for goods moving from Great  

Britain to Northern Ireland so that:

• authorities are aware of what goods move between Great Britain and Northern Ireland

• tariffs are not paid on trade within the UK

• Northern Ireland can benefit from UK free trade agreements

• goods destined for Ireland (ie the EU) pay tariffs when they should

Declarations contain:

• Who is shipping the goods, receiving them and completing the declaration

• What the goods are, where they have come from and where they were made

• Value of the goods

Should the UK agree a trade deal with the EU containing zero tariffs, import declarations will  

still be required for goods moving from Great Britain into Northern Ireland.

KEY

• Essential

• Required for certain  
goods movements

Good idea, but not  

essential
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1.2 Who fills in the declaration and when

Declarations will need to be generated for goods moving  

from Great Britain to Northern Ireland from 1 January  

2021.

The Incoterms® (see box, right) agreed between the  

sender and receiver of the goods will determine who is  

responsible for making the declaration.

For example, a larger supplier in Great Britain will have  

more opportunity to arrange transport, working with a  

freight forwarder.

They may therefore choose to use DDP (Delivered Duty Paid) Incoterms® because under  

DDP, the sender/seller of goods is ultimately responsible for the information filed in the  

declaration.

However, declarations are usually completed by a carrier or intermediary acting on the  

trader’s behalf – with the support of the free Trader Support Service, if they so choose.

If you register to the Trader Support Service, you can access: a full explanation of Incoterms®  

in the short ‘GB:NI Trade’ training course and the TSS How-to Guide: ‘An Introduction to  

Incoterms®’ – both available on the NICTA (Northern Ireland Customs & Trade Academy) 

website.

3. How TSS supports declarations

There are different forms of declarations you or your carrier may need to complete to move  

goods from Great Britain to Northern Ireland, including:

• Entry Safety and Security declarations

• Simplified Frontier declarations

• Supplementary declarations

• Full import declarations

TSS will provide a portal for digital submission of declaration.

Hauliers will be able to provide Safety & Security data, which TSS will use to generate and  

submit Safety & Security declarations to HMRC.

For registered and eligible traders, TSS will use the Safety & Security data provided by the  

carrier to generate and submit a Simplified Frontier Declaration on the trader’s behalf.

TSS will then facilitate digital submission of Supplementary declarations, via the TSS portal.

For traders that cannot use the Simplified Frontier Declaration process, TSS will enable  

submission of Full Frontier Declarations through the same portal.

For more information about the different types of import declarations and how TSS supports  

you to complete them, visit the NICTA website.

WHAT IS…

An Incoterm® is a way of  

describing the details of a 

trade  transaction. Set by the  

International Chamber of  

Commerce, Incoterms®  

determine who is responsible 

for  making sure import 

declarations  are completed. 

Incoterms® are  included in 

sales contracts.

https://www.nicustomstradeacademy.co.uk/
https://www.nicustomstradeacademy.co.uk/
https://www.nicustomstradeacademy.co.uk/
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1.4 Information required for TSS

For details of the information required to complete Safety &  

Security declarations – data which is also used by TSS to  

generate Simplified Frontier Declarations – read the TSS How-to 

Guide on the NICTA website.

HMRC will require further information for supplementary or full  

frontier declarations. More information on the TSS requirements  

for these declarations will be released shortly.

Additional information for supplementary or full frontier declarations may include, but is not  

limited to:

• Commodity code and any additional codes

• Applicable documents and licences for import

• Value of goods

• Country of origin

• Incoterms

• Onward journey details

2. Commercial invoice

A commercial invoice is one of the most important pieces of  

documentation in trade as it sets out how and when a company  

selling the goods will be paid. It is considered good practice for  

the invoice to accompany a consignment, but is not essential.

Usually prepared by the firm selling the goods, a commercial  

invoice should include:

• a description of the goods being sent (including a  

commodity code)

• the address of the shipper and sender

• the delivery and payment terms (or the Incoterms® used)

Quick quiz

Q: Who completes a

commercial invoice?

A: A commercial invoice is  
usually completed by the seller  
of goods. The seller will use the  
invoice to set out how and when  
they require to be paid for the  
trade transaction.

WHAT IS…

Commodity codes classify  
goods for country-to-
country movement. They  
allow traders or their freight

forwarders to fill in declarations  

and to check if there’s duty or  

VAT to pay.

https://www.nicustomstradeacademy.co.uk/resources/how-to-guides/declaration-data-requirements-ens-safety-security-declarations/
https://www.nicustomstradeacademy.co.uk/resources/how-to-guides/declaration-data-requirements-ens-safety-security-declarations/
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3. Transit documents

'Transit' procedures allow goods to be moved through multiple territories under duty  

suspension and without completing customs declarations each time.

This enables:

• GB and NI traders to access simplified movements of goods

• Goods to travel to destination before declarations and duties need to be completed or  

paid

In order to move goods under Transit you will need to  

have a guarantee to cover the duties that are  

suspended during the movement. This guarantee will  

need to be approved by HMRC before you can use it.  

You will need a guarantee even if you are moving  

goods between different parts of the same customs  

territory.

All Transit movements must be started by making a  

declaration using the New Computerised Transit  

System (NCTS).

You can apply to use Transit using NCTS yourself, though this is done by an intermediary  

(such as a customs broker) in most cases. If you are using Transit for the first time, it is  

advised that you first contact an intermediary.

If your declaration is successful, then you or your carrier will be asked to present your goods  

at a government Office of Departure to start your movement. The goods will be checked by  

Border Force officials and you will be given a Transit Accompanying Document (TAD) which  

will include a unique Movement Reference Number (MRN).

If you are a regular Transit user then you may want to apply for Authorised Consignor status,  

which will let you start movements at your own premises and print your own TADs.

The MRN is a barcode which is scanned at Transit offices at each boundary crossed,  

allowing for a swift passage for the goods.

Your carrier must ensure that the TAD accompanies the goods at all times when they are  

being transported. The TAD is presented together with the goods being moved at any Transit  

office on route and at the office of destination.

EXAMPLE:

Transit procedures can be used to  

move goods from Great Britain via  

Holyhead to Ireland (an EU country)  

before moving them on to Northern  

Ireland. Transit can also be used for  

‘land bridge’ movements via Great  

Britain from Northern Ireland to an EU  

mainland country such as France.
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4. Packing list

A packing list will show what goods are being sent in a package and the type of packaging  being used to 

transport them. Goods will usually be transported in a box, crate, drum, carton  or pallet.

It is considered good practice, though not essential, for a packing list to accompany a  

consignment.

Where import declarations are required, a packing list is usually more detailed than a  domestic 

one because it can also be used to help if authorities conduct a physical  examination of goods 

being moved.

If part of a shipment gets lost or damaged while being transported, the packing list can also  help you to 

identify quickly and accurately which goods have been affected.

Packing lists should include the following:

• Number and type of packages

• Contents of the packages

• Gross weight and dimensions

• Any other markings
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5. Export Health Certificates

From 1 January 2021, if you send livestock, fish or products  of 

animal origin (e.g. milk or cheese) from Great Britain to  Northern 

Ireland, you will need to get a veterinary certificate – also known as 

an Export Health Certificate. A catch  certificate will be additionally 

needed if moving certain  species of fish.

An Export Health Certificate confirms that the products you  are 

sending meet the health requirements of the destination

country or territory. If sending a consignment with multiple and different products of animal  origin, 

you must complete a certificate for each product type.

Export Health Certificates are signed by Official Veterinarians (OVs) or Official Fish Inspector  (OFIs). 

OVs or OFIs can be hired by government departments or can be private vets who  have completed the 

appropriate training. In the case of OFIs they can be EHOs who have  completed the fish inspector 

training. To find an OV or OFI near you see the gov.uk website  for a list here.

From 1 January 2021, you will require an Export Health Certificate for the following  

movements of live animals, fish and animal-origin products:

• from Great Britain to the EU

• from Great Britain to Northern Ireland

• for Transit through Ireland and into Northern Ireland

To find an OV or OFI near you see the gov.uk website for a list here.

6. Phytosanitary certificates

To protect plant health, authorities set policies and enforce controls and restrictions on the  import, 

movement and keeping of certain plants, plant pests and other materials such as  wood and soil.

From 1 January 2021, goods such as plant, plant products, wood and timber moving from  Great 

Britain to Northern Ireland must comply with EU controls and regulations. You will  need to get a 

phytosanitary certificate to prove this.

REMEMBER:

Movement of food and  agricultural 

products (and all  goods classified 

as ‘sanitary and  phytosanitary’) 

between GB and  NI will be subject to 

health  certification and specified  

processes from 1 January 2021

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/find-a-professional-to-certify-export-health-certificates
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/find-a-professional-to-certify-export-health-certificates
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If you are moving plants or plant products, you will need to apply for a phytosanitary  certificate 

through the Animal and Plant Health Agency (APHA).

For the following products, you will need to apply for a phytosanitary certificate through  APHA’s 

Forestry Commission:

• Trees, wood, bark, soil or forest tree seed

• Non-manufactured wood products including packaging cases, boxes and crates

7. I need to know more

Fear not, help is at hand. The NI Customs & Trade Academy (NICTA) is now providing  traders 

that have registered with TSS with short courses on all aspects of new trading  processes that 

begin from 1 January 2021.

In case you have not registered for TSS, you can do so here.

The courses provided by the TSS online training portal NICTA are free of charge and can be  accessed

here.

For more TSS How-To Guides please see here.

https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/animal-and-plant-health-agency
https://www.tradersupportservice.co.uk/tss
https://www.nicustomstradeacademy.co.uk/resources/how-to-guides/
https://www.nicustomstradeacademy.co.uk/resources/how-to-guides/
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Customs & goods movements:

Knowing the essentials about global customs and goods  

movement will help ensure your business continues to  

trade seamlessly after the UK leaves the EU Customs  

Union on 31 December 2020

All countries, from ancient to modern times, have a need to regulate goods to support their  

domestic economies and prevent illegal goods from entering their geographic boundaries.  

Customs authorities (often referred to as “Customs”) are responsible for overseeing these  

processes.

1.1 What Customs authoritiesdo

Customs authorities are key to keeping the wheels of international trade turning and  

generate a major source of revenue for governments.

Their main duties are:

1. Collecting any tax (known as a ‘tariff’ or ‘duty’) due on goods being imported into a  

country

2. Verifying the description of imported and exported goods, as well as their origin and  

value, contained in ‘customs declarations’ and ‘commercial invoices’

3. Making sure imported and exported goods are legal

4. Enforcing compliance with international trade laws on the environment, agricultural policy,  

quarantine and product quality.
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1.2 Why do I need to know about  

Customs?

Right now, moving goods between Northern Ireland and  

Great Britain does not involve the UK Customs authorities.

This changes from 1 January 2021 – the first day of the  

new UK-EU relationship – and businesses based in NI and  

GB need to prepare for this.

1.3 Declarations

If you are an NI-based business buying goods from GB,  

from 1 January 2021, those goods will be subject to  

specified processes, notably new electronic declaration  

requirements and a need for safety and security  

information.

There will be no change to trade in goods between  

Northern Ireland and EU member states, and the overall  

process for trading between Northern Ireland and non-EU  

countries will continue broadly as it does today.

This means that for countries part of a ‘free trade agreement’, customs declarations will be  

required when moving goods which may be entitled to reduced or zero rate of duty.

For goods coming into NI from Rest of the World countries outside a free trade agreement,  

you will continue to be required to make customs declarations.

Quick quiz

Q: Do you need to know more  

about Customs?

A: The answer is yes, if you are  
engaged in any way with moving  
goods between Northern Ireland  
and Great Britain – no matter  
how infrequently

WHAT IS…

Where countries around the  
world have formed trade pacts or  
free trade agreements with  
others, giving participants  
beneficial trade arrangements  
such as reduced or no duty on  
imported goods.

The UK is currently negotiating  
free trade agreements with key  
countries and trading blocs  
around the world.
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1.4 Commoditycodes

Commodity codes will be a requirement for declarations for

goods moving from GB-NI. The Trader Support Service will

support understanding of commodity codes.

Contained as part of your declaration, the commodity  

code is a vital part of the goods movement process.

Commodity codes classify goods for country-to-country movement so you can:

● fill in declarations and other paperwork

● check if there’s duty or VAT to pay

● find out about duty reliefs

Commodity codes also advise Customs worldwide what goods are being moved and why.

HMRC provides a useful library for you to look up the right commodity code to classify the  

goods you may be importing or exporting.

You can find the list here on HMRC’s website.

1.5 What goods do Customs restrict or  

block?

Most countries have restrictions on goods such as legal and  

illegal drugs, cigarettes, counterfeit goods, conventional  

weapons, chemical and biological weapons, nuclear  

materials, protected wildlife, cultural and heritage goods.

Customs brokers, who specialise in international trade,  

can advise on the correct processes regarding these  

product categories.

WHAT IS…

A commodity code classifies  
goods for import and export so  
that you can fill in customs  
declarations and other  
paperwork and check if there’s  
duty or VAT to pay.

WHAT IS…

A customs broker – sometimes  
referred to as a customs  
intermediary or agent –
handles the clearance of goods  
through Customs on behalf of  
importers and exporters.

They complete customs  
declarations and other  
paperwork needed to import and  
export from the UK.

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/finding-commodity-codes-for-imports-or-exports
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1.6 When does customs dutyapply?

You can check which goods entering the UK from non-EU  

countries attract customs duty here. NI, as part of the UK,  

will benefit from lower or no tariffs as part of future UK  

trade deals

Depending on which way you bring the goods into the UK,  

you could be:

● contacted by the shipper, courier company or postal service explaining how to pay  

customs duty (plus VAT and possibly excise duties)

or

● you bring in the goods yourself, you can defer payment using various deferment  

mechanisms (see other TSS How-to Guides).

1.7 I need to learn more…

Fear not, help is at hand. The NI Customs & Trade Academy (NICTA) provides traders with  

short courses on all aspects of new trading processes that begin from 1 January 2021.

These courses are free-of-charge and can be accessed here.

For more TSS How-To Guides please see here.

WHAT IS…

Customs duty or tariff is a tax  

imposed on imports and exports  

of goods. The rates of customs  

duties are based on the  

particular product category or  

the value of that product.

https://www.gov.uk/trade-tariff
https://www.nicustomstradeacademy.co.uk/
https://www.nicustomstradeacademy.co.uk/resources/how-to-guides/
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How to use Incoterms:

Knowing the essentials about Incoterms® and goods movement will help

ensure your business continues to trade seamlessly after the UK leaves

the EU Customs Union on 31 December 2020

In every trade transaction there is a supplier/sender and a buyer/receiver of goods who will  

need to agree terms to arrange who pays for the goods to be delivered, insures the goods  

during transportation and is responsible for any associated administration.

Incoterms® are an internationally-recognised format for commercial terms agreed between

buyer and seller. You may already be using Incoterms® if you move goods between Great

Britain and Northern Ireland.

1. What are Incoterms®?

International Commercial Terms – or Incoterms® for short

– are standardised arrangements for trade transactions  

that are contained in your sales contract and commercial  

invoice.

Incoterms® are published by the International Chamber

of Commerce and updated every decade, with the most recent version released in 2020.

They are used by traders around the world because they provide a user-friendly definition of  

who is responsible for which element of any trade transaction. When agreeing a sales  

contract with a sender/supplier or receiver/buyer, you will negotiate which Incoterm® to use in  

your transaction terms (see below).

DID YOU KNOW…

The first set of Incoterms® was  
published in 1923 in the  
aftermath of World War 1 when  
there was no unified global  
system for trading terms.
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2. Why you need to know about Incoterms®

You may already use Incoterms® when moving goods  

between GB and NI establishing who is responsible for the  

transportation of the goods and insuring them.

Goods movements between GB and NI do not currently  

require declarations to HMRC, but this will change from 1  

January 2021 – the first day of the new UK-EU  

relationship.

At this point, your use of Incoterms® will also need to cover who is responsible for completing

import declarations. If goods are ‘at risk’ of moving through NI into Ireland – which remains a

member of the EU – tariffs may also need to be paid.

The Incoterms® agreed between sender/seller and receiver/buyer will determine who is
responsible for making the declaration (see box, right).

This could be the haulier or broker filling in the declaration  
on the trader’s behalf, with the support of the free-to-use  
digital Trader Support Service if they so choose.

3. Larger firms: who needs to know about  

Incoterms®

Incoterms® are of relevance to multiple parts of an organisation and can help to keep  

everyone on the same page, if properly understood.

• The import department will use Incoterms® to provide correct instructions to a  

carrier moving goods on the company’s behalf

• Sales departments will include Incoterms® on quotations to customers to indicate the  

type of sale and how goods will be delivered

• Procurement will use a specific Incoterm® in contracts to establish cost/risk  

responsibilities

QUICK QUIZ

Q: Why do I need to use  

Incoterms®?

A: Incoterms® are internationally  
recognised and ensure the  
receiver/buyer and sender/seller  
are on the same page when  
agreeing trade terms – wherever  
they may be located

WHAT IS…

Import declarations are  

required to move goods and to  

inform Customs authorities of  

goods movements. They are  

usually lodged by a business or  

an agent acting on its behalf.
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• Accounting will accept or reject freight invoices based on the Incoterms® 

attached to  a purchase order

• Finance will look at the Incoterms® included on a purchase order to assess 

what  additional costs need to be included in the ‘Landed Cost’ – i.e. the total 

cost of  purchasing goods and transporting them from the country of origin to 

the country in  which they will be sold

4. The 11 Incoterms®

There are 11 three-letter Incoterms® (see table below) which each set out the 

sender/seller  or receiver/buyer’s obligations, risks and costs for the delivery of goods. 

Seven of these  terms apply for any mode of transport, while four apply for goods 

moved by sea.

5. Which Incoterms® will you use from GB to NI?

If you are sending or receiving goods from GB to NI, you are most likely to use the  

Incoterms® Delivery Duty Paid (DDP) or ExWorks (EXW).

• Under DDP, the sender in GB arranges transport and for declarations to be  

completed, paying any duty that may apply (if goods are ‘at risk’)

• Under EXW, the receiver in NI will arrange transport and for declarations to be  

completed, paying any duty that may apply (if goods are ‘at risk’)

You will notice DDP and EXW are opposite arrangements. They are also the simplest terms  to use and 

put the least burden on the smaller firm which may be less familiar with moving  freight and customs

processes.
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6. Negotiating Incoterms®

When negotiating a sales contract, the sender and receiver need to  

agree which Incoterm® will be used. The most appropriate term will  

depend on the size of the firms involved and their experience  

handling freight movements.

For instance, if you are a larger company in GB sending goods to a  

smaller NI buyer, you will probably have more experience handling  

goods movements procedures and will have access to more cost-

effective transport.

In this situation the parties may decide to use DDP, and the sender/supplier would take on  

the responsibility for delivering the goods, ensuring declarations are completed.

Conversely, if you are a large NI buyer receiving goods from a small firm in GB, you will likely  

have greater capacity to handle this freight movement.

In this instance, you may want to use EXW as this term denotes that the receiver is taking on  

more of the risks, costs and obligations.

When two smaller and less experienced firms trade with each other, it is less clear who

should take on more responsibility. In this scenario, you will need to negotiate with your

counterpart which term you will use, with your forwarder able to advise.

7. I need to know more …

The NI Customs & Trade Academy (NICTA) is now providing traders that have registered  
with TSS with short courses on all aspects of new trading processes that begin from 1  
January 2021, including EORIs.

In case you have not registered for TSS, you can do so here. The courses provided by the  

TSS online training portal NICTA are free of charge and can be accessed here.

For more TSS How-To Guides please see here.

QUICK QUIZ

Q: I’m a small firm in Belfast  

purchasing beauty products from  

Liverpool. Which Incoterm® is  

most appropriate?

A: You should consider asking  

to use DDP as the GB supplier  

will then be responsible for the  

delivery of the goods, associated  

costs and administration.

https://www.export.org.uk/mpage/trp
https://www.nicustomstradeacademy.co.uk/resources/how-to-guides/
https://www.nicustomstradeacademy.co.uk/resources/how-to-guides/
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Overview of tariff classification:

Knowing the essentials about tariff classification will help ensure your business continues to  

trade seamlessly between Great Britain and Northern Ireland after the UK leaves the EU  

Customs Union on 31 December 2020

Tariff codes are used by authorities around the world to classify  

and track goods movements.

Businesses moving goods from Great Britain to Northern Ireland  

will be required to complete declarations from 1 January 2021. To  

do this, you will need to classify your goods in order to find the  

appropriate tariff code that applies to your product.

1. What is a tariff code?

The tariff code is a vital part of a goods movement declaration.

Tariff codes classify goods for country-to-country movement so traders or their freight forwarders  

can:

● fill in declarations and other paperwork

● check if there’s duty or VAT to pay

● identify if there are any restrictions or other measures that  

apply

Tariff codes within declarations also help Customs authorities in  

the UK and worldwide:

● know what goods are being moved and how

● identify controlled goods (e.g. alcoholic beverages, plants or  

medicines under licence)

REMEMBER…

It is vital to get the correct tariff  

code classification for your  

product – this guide will explain  

how. Use of correct tariff codes  

prevents delays in goods arriving  

at their destination and incorrect  

duty payments.

REMEMBER:

GB and NI traders will need to  

know the UK tariff classification of  

their products to complete  

declarations.
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2. How to classify your goods

To ensure you use the correct tariff code for your product, you need to understand

how goods are classified. You will need a 10-digit code for imports, and an 8-digit

code for exports (for which the final 2-digits are not required).

2.1 Global rules

The General Interpretative Rules (GIRs) provide the global legal methodology for 

classifying goods.

Six GIRs are set out by the WCO in the Harmonized System (see box,  

right).

A full list of the text of the GIRs is to be found in point 6, a summary of  

each rule is as follows:

• GIR 1 – General Interpretative Rule 1 is the Harmonized  

System’s foremost rule of classification. It specifies the  

elements that can legally be used to classify products

• For legal purposes classification is determined by the
terms of the headings, the Section or Chapter Notes where relevant, and, if necessary  

and allowable, the other GIRs below.

• GIR 2 – covers articles which are incomplete or unfinished, which have the essential

character of the complete or finished article, and the Rule also covers materials and

substances.

• GIR 3 – covers goods which may be covered by two or more headings, or which are in  

the form of composite goods or sets put up for retail sale.

• GIR 4 – rarely used, this rule covers goods where it is not  

possible to classify by applying any of the above GIRs.

• GIR 5 – covers goods in the form of containers designed to  

hold specific items – for example, camera cases, and  

packing materials and packing containers.

• GIR 6 – for legal purposes, classification is determined by  

the terms of the subheadings (6-digit level, or more) and  

any related subheading Notes.

How to read ‘The Tariff’ (Harmonized System)

The Tariff is divided into 21 Sections, with each Section covering a particular type, class or range of  

goods. Each Section comprises:

• Chapters (2-digits)

• Headings (4-digits)

• Subheadings (6 or 8 digits)

WHAT IS…

The Harmonized System (HS)  
nomenclature structure classifies  
commodities into six-digit codes  
and forms the uniform rules of  
classification. It is overseen by the  
World Customs Organisation  
(WCO) is the intergovernmental  
organisation overseeing rules and  
security in international trade.

REMEMBER…

If you classify your goods

correctly, you’ll know what rate of
duty and import VAT you should  

pay. You’ll also know if the duty is  

suspended, if you need a licence  

to move your goods or if anti-

dumping duties or tariff quotas  

apply.
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Additional digits are also used to apply further measures in relation to specific 

products and  circumstances – e.g. products subject to a temporary duty suspension 

or preferential arrangement  will have additional information in a code up to 10 digits 

long. If no further measures apply, the ninth  and tenth digits will be “00”.

An additional 4-digit code is also sometimes required – e.g. for products subject to 

excise or anti- dumping duties.

Within the Sections and Chapters are legally binding Notes which provide information about  

products that are included in and excluded from the Section/Chapter.

The texts of Headings and Subheadings are legally binding (see examples below).

Examples of Tariff Chapters, Headings and Subheadings

Section I – “Live Animals; Animal Products”

Chapters 01 to 05

• Chapter 01 “Live Animals”

• Chapter 05 “Products of animal origin, not specified elsewhere or included)”

➢ Heading 0101 “Live horses, asses, mules and hinnies”

➢ Heading 0501 “Human hair, unworked, whether or not washed or scoured; waste of  

human hair”)

• Subheading 0501 00 00 00: “Human hair, unworked, whether or not washed or  

scoured; waste of human hair”

Section IV – “Products of the Chemical and Allied Industries”

Chapters 28 to 38

• Chapter 28 “Inorganic chemicals; organic or inorganic compounds of precious metals, or rare  

earth metals, of radioactive elements or of isotopes.

• Chapter 38 “Miscellaneous Chemical Products”

➢ Heading 2801 “Fluorine, chlorine, bromine and iodine”

➢ Heading 3801 “Miscellaneous chemical products”

• Subheading 3801 20:“Colloidal or semi-colloidal graphite”

▪ 3801 20 10 00: “Colloidal graphite in suspension in oil; semi-colloidal  

graphite”

▪ 3801 20 90 00: “Other”
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Section XI – “Textile and Textile Articles”  

Chapters 50 to 63

▪ Chapter 50 “Silk”

▪ Chapter 63 “Other made-up textile articles; sets; worn clothing and worn textile articles; rags”

➢ Heading 5001 “Silkworm cocoons suitable for reeling”

➢ Heading 6301 “Blankets and travelling rugs”

• Subheading 630120: “Blankets (other than electric blankets) and travelling rugs,  of 

wool or of fine animal hair”,

• 6301 20 10 00: “Knitted or crocheted”

• 6301 20 90 “Other”

▪ 6301 20 90 10 “Hand-made”

▪ 6301 20 90 90 “Other”

Section XVI – “Machinery and Mechanical Appliances; electrical equipment; parts thereof;  sound 

recorders and reproducers, television image and sound recorders and reproducers,  and parts 

and accessories of such articles”

Chapters 84 and 85

• Chapter 84 “Nuclear reactors, boilers, machinery and mechanical appliances; parts thereof”

• Chapter 85 “Electrical machinery and equipment and parts thereof; sound recording and  reproducing, 

television image and sound recorders and reproducers, and parts and accessories  of such articles”

➢ Heading 8471 “Automatic data-processing machines and units thereof; magnetic or optical  

readers, machinery for transcribing data onto data media in coded form and machines for  

processing such data, not elsewhere specified or included”

• Heading 8471 includes computers such as laptops, tablets and desktops, and  units of 

computers such as keyboards. These are classified within subheadings  8471 30 to 

8471 80 as either Automatic data-processing (ADP) machines or units  of ADP

machines.

Magnetic or optical readers, machinery for transcribing data, etc. are classified in  

subheading 8471 90.

Many products have a microprocessor or work in conjunction with a computer but  

perform a specific function other than data processing. These products are  excluded 

from heading 8471 and are classified in the heading which covers the  products’ 

function which, in many cases, will be within Chapter 85.

➢ Heading 8543 “Electrical machines and apparatus, having individual functions, not specified  or 

included elsewhere in this chapter”

• Subheading 854310: “Signal Generators”

▪ 8543 10 00 00
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2.2 The UK Global Tariff

The UK Global Tariff is an extension of the Harmonized System.

It will replace the EU Common European Tariff, which is currently  

applied on imports into the UK.

The final UK Global Tariff will be published in due course and will  

contain all the 10-digit tariff codes and associated measures that  

traders will need to know. On 1 January 2021, codes in the UK  

Global Tariff will be the same as in the Common European Tariff.

The first version of the UK Global Tariff was published in May 2020  

and includes the UK’s ‘Most Favoured Nation’ tariff schedule (see  

box, right) which will come into force on 1 January 2021.

The cornerstone of UK's newly independent trade policy, the UK Global Tariff is being designed to  

be tailored to the needs of the UK economy.

3. Where do I find my tariff code?

There are a large number of tariff codes and for some products finding the appropriate code may be  

straightforward. For others, it may take more investigation.

The ‘Trade Tariff’ tool here will help you classify the goods you are currently importing or exporting.

You must accurately describe your item to search within the tool. The tool will then guide you  

through the process.

If you are having difficulty in finding the appropriate tariff code for your goods, a series of  

Classification Guides have been published covering ‘hard to classify’ goods which may help. You  

can find these here.

If you have tried to find the appropriate tariff code for your goods but have not been successful, you  

may wish to contact HMRC’s tariff classification service by email for advice – see here.

To check the UK's MFN tariffs for 1 January 2021 look here.

lThis tariff checker will be replaced at the start of the year with a new online tariff tool containing  

both UK and EU tariffs.

Applying for a Binding Tariff Information (BTI) ruling

A Binding Tariff Information (BTI) decision is used by companies to obtain legal certainty on the tariff  

classification of their goods.

If you require a legally binding ruling, for goods you are importing into or exporting from Northern  

Ireland, you can apply for a BTI here.

The BTI will have legal force with EU Customs authorities, giving you certainty of treatment when  

moving your goods. BTIs are legally valid for three years unless your products or relevant rules  

change in that time.

WHAT IS…

The ‘Most Favoured Nation’ or  

MFN rates are the tariffs that  

countries promise to impose on  

imports from other members of  

the World Trade Organisation,  

unless the country is part of a  

preferential trade agreement. In  

effect, MFN rates are the highest  

(most restrictive) that WTO  

members charge one another.

file://///localhost/C:/Users/7079442/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/XS18O3ZI/gov.uk/trade-tariff
http://www.gov.uk/guidance/finding-commodity-codes-for-imports-or-exports#hard-to-classify-goods
http://www.gov.uk/guidance/ask-hmrc-for-advice-on-classifying-your-goods
file://///localhost/C:/Users/7079442/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/XS18O3ZI/check-future-uk-trade-tariffs.service.gov.uk/tariff
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/apply-for-a-binding-tariff-information-decision-notice-600%3A~%3Atext%3DA%20Binding%20Tariff%20Information%20(%20BTI%2CUK%20and%20EU%20customs%20administrations
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4. How is a tariff code made up?

Digits 1-6: This is the Harmonized System (HS) code comprising  

the heading and subheading. The HS operates under the control  

of the World Customs Organization (WCO). This 6-digit code is the  

same for all 183 WCO member countries

Digits 7-10: Set at the national level to identify what goods are  

entering or leaving a country, what duty needs to be paid and  

whether any restrictions or other measures apply

5. Classification examples

1. Cordless infra-red TV remote-controls

A Belfast business buys cordless infra-red TV remote-controls from a distributor in Leeds.

Electrical goods are mostly classified in Chapter 85 which includes “Electrical machinery and  

equipment”.

The business thinks that the remote-controls fall under heading 8537 which includes Boards,  

panels, desks etc. for electric control or for the distribution of electricity.

Chapter 85 falls under Section XVI, which includes “Machinery and mechanical appliances;  

Electrical equipment”.

There are Notes to Section XVI, which include goods of Chapter 85, but none that apply to this  

product.

Chapter 85 includes “Electrical machinery and equipment and parts thereof”. There are Notes to  

Chapter 85, including Note 8 which states: “Heading 85.37 does not include cordless infrared  

devices for the remote-control of television receivers or other electrical equipment (heading 85.43)”.

Heading 8543 covers “Electrical machines and apparatus, having individual functions, not specified  

or included elsewhere in this Chapter.”

Some subheadings cover specific products:

• 8543 10 00 00 – “Particle accelerators”

• 8543 20 00 00 – “Signal generators”

• 8543 30 40 00 & 8543 30 70 00 – “Machines and apparatus for electroplating, electrolysis or  

electrophoresis”

The final group of subheadings cover:

• 8543 70 “Other machines and apparatus,

• 8543 70 03 00 “Cordless infra-red remote-control devices for video game consoles”, this  

subheading only covers devices specifically designed for use with video game consoles.

• 8543 70 90 99 “Other”, as no other subheading covers the goods, the infra-red remote-

controls for a TV are classified under this code.

WHAT IS…

…the difference between 

commodity  code and tariff code?

The commodity code is the full 

10- digit code. The tariff code 

comprises  several elements 

including four-digit  headings as 

well as the 10-digit  commodity 

code.
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6. The General Interpretative Rules (GIRs)

Source: World Customs Organization (wcoomd.org)

GIR 1 – The titles of Sections, Chapters and sub-Chapters are provided for ease of reference only;  

for legal purposes, classification shall be determined according to the terms of the headings and 

any  relative Section or Chapter Notes and, provided such headings or Notes do not otherwise 

require,  according to the following provisions.

GIR 2(a) – Any reference in a heading to an article shall be taken to include a reference to that  

article incomplete or unfinished, provided that, as presented, the incomplete or unfinished 

article  has the essential character of the complete or finished article.

It shall also be taken to include a reference to that article complete or finished (or falling to be  

classified as complete or finished by virtue of this rule), presented unassembled or

disassembled.

GIR 2(b) – Any reference in a heading to a material or substance shall be taken to include 

a  reference to mixtures or combinations of that material or substance with other materials 

or  substances.

Any reference to goods of a given material or substance shall be taken to include a reference 

to  goods consisting wholly or partly of such material or substance. The classification of goods  

consisting of more than one material or substance shall be according to the principles of Rule

3.

GIR 3 – When by application of Rule 2(b) or for any other reason, goods are prima facie, 

classifiable  under two or more headings, classification shall be affected as follows:

GIR 3(a) – The heading which provides the most specific description shall be preferred to 

headings  providing a more general description.

However, when two or more headings each refer to part only of the materials or substances  

contained in mixed or composite goods or to part only of the items in a set put up for retail sale,  

those headings are to be regarded as equally specific in relation to those goods, even if one of 

them  gives a more complete or precise description of the goods.

GIR 3(b) – Mixtures, composite goods consisting of different materials or made up or different  

components, and goods put up in sets for retail sale, which cannot be classified by reference 

to  3(a), shall be classified as if they consisted of the material or component which gives them 

their  essential character, insofar as this criterion is applicable.

GIR 3(c) – When goods cannot be classified by reference to 3(a) or 3(b), they shall be 

classified  under the heading which occurs last in numerical order among those which equally 

merit  consideration.

GIR 4 – Goods which cannot be classified in accordance with the above Rules shall be 

classified  under the heading appropriate to the goods to which they are most akin.
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GIR 5 – In addition to the foregoing provisions, the following Rules shall apply in respect of the  

goods referred to therein:

GIR 5(a) – Camera cases, musical instrument cases, gun cases, drawing instrument cases,  

necklace cases and similar containers, specially shaped or fitted to contain a specific article or set of  

articles, suitable for long-term use and presented with the articles for which they are intended, shall  

be classified with such articles when of a kind normally sold therewith.

This Rule does not, however, apply to containers which give the whole its essential character.

GIR 5(b) – Subject to the provisions of Rule 5(a) above, packing materials and packing containers  

presented with the goods therein shall be classified with the goods if they are of a kind normally  

used for packing such goods.

However, this provision is not binding when such packing materials or packing containers are clearly  

suitable for repetitive use.

GIR 6 – For legal purposes, the classification of goods in the subheadings of a heading shall be  

determined according to the terms of those subheadings and any related Subheading Notes and,  

mutatis mutandis, to the above Rules, on the understanding that only subheadings at the same level  

are comparable.

For the purposes of this Rule the relative Section and Chapter Notes also apply, unless the context  

otherwise requires.

7. I need to know more …

The NI Customs & Trade Academy (NICTA) is now providing Trader Support Service registrants

with short courses and guides on all aspects of new trading processes that begin from 1 January

2021.

In case you have not registered for the free-to-use TSS, you can do so here.

For more TSS How-To Guides please see here.

https://www.tradersupportservice.co.uk/tss
https://www.nicustomstradeacademy.co.uk/resources/how-to-guides/

